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ANDOI^A
RANGE
for Coal or Wood

HE Pandora is the range of
It has aTHE Pandora Range is for those 

who desire to make a permanent 
investment. The high quality of 

the materials and the superior method 
of construction assure long life.

i many conveniences. 
special Flue Construction which 

enables you to cook over every pot 
hole and bake in the oven at the 

It has a Steel Ovensame time, 
which reaches baking heat faster 
than a cast iron oven, 
absolutely Level Oven Bottom which 
prevents pies from running over. It 
has a tested, reliable Thermometer 
with easy-to-read figures.

The Pandora also has an Inter
changeable Cooking Top. 
set a boiler lengthwise or crosswise 
on the stove. You can remove the 
Fire Box Linings instantly with your 
hands. You can change the Grates 
from coal to wood in a few seconds. 
You can sharpen your knives on the 
Emery Section of the Patented Towel 
Bar.

The Body of the Pandora is very 
heavy. The Rods and Bolts are on 
the outside where they cannot burn 

The Expansion Rings

It has an

or rust out. 
of the cooking section provide ample 
allowance for extreme expansion and 
contraction and eliminate the possi
bility of the metal cracking. Its Many 

Handy 
Features

You can
The Cooking Top is Burnished 

which toughens the surface of the 
metal and increases its strength. 
McClary Oil Cement is used between 
the joints. Unlike cheap, ordinary 
cement, it will not dry out and need 
replacing.
tarnish and is many times more 
durable than the single coat of nickel 
on ordinary ranges.

The Semi-Steel Fire Box Linings 
are twenty per cent, heavier than 
cast or gray iron linings. Sulphur 
fumes, so destructive to cast iron, 
cannot penetrate the hard, smooth as 
glass surface of Semi-Steel. The 
Grates have Three Faces, which 
allows the wear to be distributed on 
three sides, insuring triple durability.

If you want a range of guaranteed 
quality get the Pandora, 
give you lasting service.
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The Nickelling will notV
Vr Still other conveniences are the 

Larger Ash Pan—the easily-cleaned 
Enamelled Steel Reservoir—the 
smooth as glass Burnished Surface 
which only requires polishing once a 
week —the Perfect Spring High Closet 
Door which provides room for four
teen more dinner or dessert plates in 
the Polished Steel Warming Closet.

Several other conveniences des
cribed in our Pandora Booklet. 
Send for a copy.

It's built to

M-Clarys Vancouver 
St John, N B

Hamilton
Canary

London
Toronto
Montreal
Winnipeg Stands for Guaranteed Quality
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